Description of **XCMG Telescopic Handler**
Telescopic handler is also called Telescopic Loader which is a kind of multi-functional engineering machinery, used for lifting and carrying with good stability and efficiency.

Telescopic handlers have a compact frame, flexible operation, sensitive lifting, automatic adjustment, high carrying capacity.

XCMG is the first brand in China designed and produced telescopic handlers, XCMG Telescopic Handler is now very popular in telescopic loader market, there are three modes with lifting capacity 3.5 tons and 4.5 tons, lifting height 7m, 14m and 17m.

XCMG Telescopic Handler classic model XC6-3507, XC6-3514, XC6-4517 now is upgraded to XC6-3007K, XC6-3514K, XC6-4517K.

New models are equipped with EURO III standard engine, with high torque force and better performance.

**Advantages of XCMG Telescopic Handlers**
* Special Design Power transmission: Compact structure, high rigidity and long lifetime.
* Integral Frame: small turning radius and good maneuvering performance.
* Adjusted vehicle frame.
* 4 wheels driving and Fully sealed wet multi-dosc brakes.

Our company locates 1.5km from XCMG factory, with more than 7 years sales and service experience, besides good prices and resource, we also have high efficiency on after service and wheel loader parts supplying to make sure the wheel loader from us can be kept in good working condition.

Our competitive prices, On time machine supplying, Professional suggestion, Machine free warranty and Available parts supplying will be your good support partner in future.

26 hours hot line: Mob.&whatsapp 0086-15862203425,
Email: machinery@cnfocusgroup.com